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Our virtual trip to the Grand Canyon:

Check out our Instagram @projectgreenchallenge22 for the song!!



Instrumental: Sincerely Me (Dear Evan Hansen)
https://youtu.be/JRnpoqZrdWs

The Green Beans’ Original Lyrics:

Today, I’ve decided to go to the Grand Canyon
I’m taking my Green Bean friends ‘cuz they want to connect with nature too
We’re carpooling, and bringing backpacks with us
with fresh fruits in canisters and reusable water bottles

Because it’s important to hydrate yourself, kids
DID YOU KNOW that in October of 2021, a family of 3 died on a hike due to dehydration? - but
anyway

We check the weather -- it’s sunny!
We have our Patagonia’s environmentally friendly hiking attire on

Along with hiking boots, sunglasses, and other stuff
*insert photo of Bhavika* “Very specific”
Shush

(0:46) Now we start hiking
We need a map!
(0:47) We buy a map and scout out the best route to take
Be careful not to damage any plants or trees along our way

Or scare animals that we see
And we’ll keep all our food waste in our bags
So we’re not disturbing the wildlife
Nor will we build campfires

We take photos of nature
We spot bushes and birds, and stop to observe the view

It feels nice to be outside with the swaying grass beneath our feet
And we gaze at the endless stream of clouds in the sky
The environment looks so alive and diverse
With all kinds of organisms
I’m sincerely pleased

(1:42) We cautiously make our way along the rocky sides of the canyon
Being mindful of other travelers along our way

Bhavika tells me not to fall into the canyon

https://youtu.be/JRnpoqZrdWs


(1:57) I can’t tell if she’s joking or not,
Because I’m seriously not that clumsy

And we gaze at the endless stream of clouds
They’re so pretty, and the sky’s so clear

(2:11) Afterwards,
We all feel so much closer to the Earth
And even more obligated to protect it (2:20)
(2:21) We encourage everyone to go outside
So we all protect it together
And be all sincerely pleased

End - 2:29


